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1. This document presents an overview of the use of nuclear fusion as a power source and its viability as a 

technology.  
 
2.     This  document is in five parts: 

Part I describes briefly the purpose of the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

Part II describes  the history of radiation treatment for cancer patients. Equitable access to radiation 
therapy is a concern, as is maintenance and upkeep of machinery. 

Part III presents multiple possible solutions to the issue. Delegates should consider the environmental, 
social and political issues associated with increased access to radiation therapy. 

Part IV is an overview of bloc positions. This is not an exclusive or exhaustive list of potential positions. 
Deep research on individual assignments is essential. 

Part V is a list of potential questions to considering during discussion of the topic. 

Part VI are resources to aid in researching the topic. It is recommended that delegates investigate these 
sources as they have inspired this topic. 

For reasons of economy, this document has been printed in a limited number. 
Delegates are kindly requested to bring their copies of documents to meetings. 
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Section I—Introduction 

The International Atomic Energy Agency, or the IAEA, was created on July 29, 1957 as a branch of the 

United Nations.  The purpose of the organization has been to promote peaceful use of nuclear energy and in 

turn inhibit its military application.  The use of radiation in cancer treatments has given IAEA responsibility of 

bringing radiation to developing countries.    

Section II—Topic Background 

Environmental pollution and climate change has become an international concern, and has been 

increasingly made a greater priority. At current growth rates, coal reserves will be exhausted within the next 

150 years. An estimated 99 million barrels of crude oil are consumed in the world every day. Combined with 

other environmentally unfriendly processes, total CO2 emissions reached approximately 38.2 billion tons in 

2012, or about 2.4 million pounds each second. Traditional fission nuclear reactors are exponentially more 

efficient than traditional combustion plants, but produce radioactive spent fuel rods, require refueling with 

enriched uranium, pose the minute risk of disasters, and elicits fear and distrust from communities in close 

proximity to a reactor. The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Disaster in 2011 created international concern regarding 

vulnerability of such reactors to meltdown.  

 Fusion reactors represent the future of clean energy. These next generation power plants pose zero risk of 

runaway reactions and are completely immune to meltdown; should the reactor suffer debilitating damage or 

loss of control, the reaction and plasma immediately lose self-sustaining balances and cease. Today, the most 

advanced fusion plants can sustain plasma for just a few milliseconds--these include France’s ITER, Great 

Britain’s JET, and USA TAE Technologies’ C2W reactors. However, these designs are still under development 

and not ready for commercialized application. 

 The IAEA is interested in the development of new safety and efficiency standards in applications of nuclear 

energy and is concerned with the impact of ionizing radiation. With respect to social and economic climates of 

its Member States, the IAEA seeks to assist in the development and implementation of clean nuclear sciences 

for peaceful purposes. Fusion technology would eliminate the concern of decontamination and responsible 

processing of spent fuel rods, harmful emissions, and catastrophic accidents. As the issue of global warming 

gains traction, scrutiny of unsustainable energy sources will come to light and urge a shift towards new sources 

of clean energy capable of meeting the growing energy demands of our world. 

Section III—Possible Solutions 

Countries should explore venues of clean and renewable energy immediately as the development of fusion 

technologies proceed. As the research and development process of fusion reactors continues, Member States 

may choose to subsidize collegiate-level research that contributes towards the advancement of plasma and 

fusion physics. Private fusion companies receiving independent funding could be incentivized for each 
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milestone reached: first plasma of a reactor, new time record of sustained reaction, new temperature record of 

plasma, et cetera.  Information on new developments and the improvements of fusion over fission should be 

made transparent to citizens, broadcasting the benefits of fusion encourages citizens to pressure governments 

to reduce support and investments into petroleum and coal ventures and redirect their attention to the future 

of atomic energy. 

Institutions with great influence over future generations need to be more involved in the promotion of 

fusion as well. Universities could expand and promote plasma physics programs and work to develop towards 

the commercialization of fusion. Extension programs and pathways of education from primary school through 

to college could provide the necessary public opinion shift to help this change occur.  

Section IV—Bloc Positions 

African Bloc:  32 of the 48 nations on the continent are in an energy crisis. Energy development has fallen 

significantly behind the growth of GDP. In developing regions, energy production no longer 

meets the demands and existing power infrastructures are constantly strained and under 

significant load. 

Asian Bloc:  Several countries are impoverished and many developing countries are heavily reliant on 

manufacturing or agriculture. China has recently begun investing significant resources into the 

development and integration of more efficient photovoltaic cells. China, Japan, India, and South 

Korea are actively contributing and involved in the ITER project for fusion technologies. 

Latin American Bloc:  Brazil and Costa Rica stand out in their dedication to renewable energy, both countries 

exceeding 85% of total power output being renewable. Costa Rica leads the world in 

windmill technology and aims to become the first carbon-neutral country. Other 

countries rely on varying degrees of clean energy, to extremely limited usage in more 

underdeveloped countries. 

Middle Eastern Bloc:  The Middle East is dominated by the petroleum and natural gas industry. Nearly half of 

all oil and gas exports and reserves are held by the Middle East. Many countries are 

among the top carbon dioxide emitters in the world. 

Western Bloc:  Although many nations in the western bloc are considered among the most developed in the 

world, some suffer the strain of aging electrical infrastructure. In addition, in some nations, 

concerns over the use of nuclear energy have led to a heavy emphasis on the use of fossil fuel 

power plants.  
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Section V—Questions That Should Be Taken Into Consideration 

Are current conventions and summits demonstrating their efficacy in increasing global awareness and 

heightening concern for climate change and the need for clean energy? 

Should the IAEA demand nuclear facilities and operators to regularly send status reports, logs, and 

diagnostics? 

What is the greatest way to convince the populace of the safety and necessity of fusion reactors and the 

advancement of atomic energy? 

How can the IAEA use material accountancy to determine if atomic energy is being used for energy 

purposes only? 

Section VI—Helpful Sites and Resources 

International Atomic Energy Agency—Research Database—Fusion 

goo.gl/x4GBLb (shortened URL from www.iaea.org) 

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor—Research Database—Fusion 

goo.gl/KX8ShG (shortened URL from www.iter.org) 

World Bank—Research Database—Clean Energy 

goo.gl/4YFCFZ (shortened URL from www.worldbank.org) 

Potential Search Terms—radiation in medicine, medical radiation, equality or equity of radiation therapy 
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